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WHERE THE BODY GOES 
 

1 

At first the body is permeable, sky-temple  

liquid with light. Gradually, and then  

suddenly, pores coarsen, fascia constricts,  

the body presents as a warehouse for what  

came before—the way that a picture,  

tacked to a wall and left in place for decades,  

contracts into shadow. 

 

2 

By late middle age, habit has polished v and y  

off the ends of vivacity. How many steps,  

boring up through the monument,  

remain? The slack jaws of civility, jealousy’s  

worn yellow molars, wars’ mushrooming  

tumors—you take these to heart in the baked  

enclosures of wedding cakes and wakes. 

 

3 

Shadowed by monster in childhood dreams 

you’d drop to your knees, your small limbs  

anesthetized with dread. 

What have you learned by inhabiting this body? 

The mind resists; the body in its elastic 

intelligence burns through impediments. 

Humble the mind, go where the body goes. 

  



 
COAXING THE RAIN 
 

 

Summer squash and cucumber vines  

dry-mounded behind the house 

I watch you cross to the shed, your hips  

slung with a tool belt, re-emerge  

holding a level (its irrepressible bubble) 

 

At sunrise your hands fused me like sand  

 

Smoke sifts through open windows 

helicopters karate-chop the air 

eight days old and zero percent contained 

fire has gobbled four thousand acres  

of inaccessible terrain 

 

Our Pueblo neighbors coax rain to their fields— 

up they come from the kiva 

tapping baked earth with their feet 

from dawn until dusk, their drummed voices  

swinging the clappers of clouds 

 

In town we pray less wittingly— 

cracking an egg  

patching a tire  

planting basil and turnips  

 

The warm storm of your lips 

  



A GIRL LIKE ANTIGONE 
   

  After Jean Anouilh’s play “Antigone” 

 

 

A girl like Antigone, priestess to blind, star-crossed father  

and brother unburied, troubles my sleep.  

What was I dreaming at seventeen?  

Cheek-to-cheek dancing, bikini suntan, strategic  

backseat kisses. Antigone’s conscience sears what it touches: You've plastered matter, year after year, 

over a porous core. 

 

I stand on a corner holding a sign, Stop the War! 

Motorists honk, but I’m halfhearted—what good can come?  

The King of Thebes sticks to his guns, his steely platform:  

fealty; consequence; status quo in rags. Antigone  

speaks from her cold tomb: The dark was most beautiful  

walking back, after I buried my brother. 

  



ALIVE AS BEFORE 
 

 

To keep slogging along requires something  

like guts, a quick-footed nervous intent,  

as in jigging on nails or fanning coals  

in the locomotive’s furnace. A hobo  

scissors his flannel arms beside the tracks  

(abandon the metaphor here, before  

disappearing over the storybook hill). 

Sinking through June  

we wait for rain, patient as rocks in a field.  

Wild shapes lodge in my mind, keen  

to resuscitate, even if they have fallen silent  

as old bird dogs snoozing beside the fire.  

Alive as before—kicking through fog  

in yellow boots, the treble clef’s traceable  

line, ecstatic dive into a glacial lake. 

Layered on top—civil protest, hallucination,  

some shabby behavior with men. Avid again,  

I chisel a shape to fit the space in my heart. 

  



CAR SALESMAN  
 

 

Salesman in rearview mirror answers our questions  

in slumped singsong. “Overdrive is automatic  

with this transmission.” Cumulus clouds  

roll like whales over the mountains.  

He might be driving my cabriolet,  

reins slack, dozing behind the dray horses.  

He could be the maestro conducting Mahler,  

waiting for me in my black dress  

to chime in with the bells.  

He could be my stockbroker, talking me through  

my hysterical order to sell.  

Or graduate student in quantum physics  

waiting our table, tamping down  

his impatience—What’s so bloody complicated? 

He could be the sexy orderly bending  

over my bedpan; or one of my pallbearers  

thinking of afterwards, whiskey swilled  

from coffee mugs with diehards in the kitchen. 

  



WEATHER REPORT 
 

 

Didn’t you think, flushed by sunrise, that farmers  

and oldsters talking and talking of weather 

were shirking the true body?  

But weather’s vagaries open in us  

the quasi-sexual presence of possibility.  

Wind picks up the daybreak drag of the sun’s  

helium lungs; Cinderella scoops up  

the hem of her ball gown and makes a run  

for the pumpkin. More and more  

you put your trust in rogue elements—we’re not  

in Kansas anymore. This is the perilous  

edge where total eclipse bleeds into magical  

thinking: a mystic dreams up a fix  

for Fukushima; microbial flashmobs gobble  

cancers and toxins; a bolt from the blue  

reconfigures human nature and blood flows  

to sweet wine in the streets. The Beast  

in his tempest of muscle and fur entreats his Beauty:  

Love the thing you do not, and be free. 

  



SWEEPING ALL DAY 
 

 

Women and girls of the sweeping caste  

sweep all day, smoothing ground around  

barefoot tailor, chai wallah, a mendicant’s toes  

evenly spaced as dormer windows. 

They whisk around families sleeping on sidewalks,  

clearing a path so that monkey, viper, yellow 

wasp stinging the rump of a cow in the lane  

may come again as gods.  

 

Passing a mirror, I check my reflection,  

noting potential corrections. “Comparisons  

are odious,” my father would say.  

Might the sweeper compare her path 

with the waste picker? The builder of funeral  

pyres? “Love yourself unconditionally,  

no matter what,” the dharma teacher instructs.  

I’ll need all the lives I have coming. 

  



SWIMMING WITH YEATS 
 

 

Swimsuit tugged up to hip bones,  

I check myself out in the dressing room mirror:  

breasts lifted in speckled hands,  

skin like a prairie, body an attic  

cluttered with old clocks.  

 

Plunge into aqueous swirl, where sound  

is ascendant. Turning and turning in the widening gyre . . .  

by lap eight or nine, a shape 

Is moving its slow thighs, while all about it 

Reel . . .  

  

Flip over and start the poem again.  

Another century of stony sleep, nearly expired. 

Christ, what a mess, windup humans  

hacking away at the earth  

and each other—we haven’t learned to love.  

 

And what rough beast, its hour come round at last . . . ?  

I’ve stopped counting, absorbed 

into nectar. Surely  

in the wake of our rampage, bathed  

in quiet animal breath, our savaged earth will revive.  

  



THIS NOT THAT 
 
 

Talking heads (blah blah blah) in suit or burnoose;  

polar bears headed south; the histrionic  

hacking off of heads—Not that, the poem says.  

My mother’s hands were a century old when last  

she played the piano—Resist counting backwards  

the broken stairs. I show the child a baby snail  

sliming the puckered skin of a cherry tomato.  

“Why?” he says—his innocent consideration  

of each original thing. Not the child either.  

Packed on a train out of Mumbai, distance  

measured in millimeters, an Indian in a cheap suit  

eases his thigh against mine. Not India’s  

betel-nut lips, but a song that comes on the wave  

of your next breath. 

 


